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**Review**
Hopscotch is a very brave bunny until his parents are going out for the evening and he has a babysitter. Even though his parents reassure him before they leave, Hopscotch resists the efforts of the babysitter to cheer him up. He hides from the babysitter and gets bored until she reads a book all wrong. Hopscotch comes to the rescue and helps the babysitter to have a good time before bedtime. When his parents return, Hopscotch tells them that the babysitter can come over again. This story clearly demonstrates the theme of not being afraid of babysitters. The story was interesting and engaging. The illustrations were well drawn and very colorful. **Recommended.**
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making my nearly three-year old more comfortable with babysitters as he really struggles. It is a really cute book, and he absolutely loves it; however, I am not sure it is that effective in making him more comfortable when I leave. Read more. Rate this book. No Babysitters Allowed (2008). by Amber Stewart(Favorite Author). 3.73 of 5 Votes: 1. ISBN. 1599901544 (ISBN13: 9781599901541). review 1: Hopscotch is having a tummy ache because he is worried about being left alone with the babysitter. At the beginning, they don't get along and Hopscotch wants to be left alone and towards the end, they start to warm up to each other and get along great. I loved this book. I think it would be great to use in Pre-school and Kindergarten because it is about separation issues and those happen a lot to children during those ages. No Babysitters Allowed — Amber Stewart. Book Lists. Amber Stewart. She wants to play, but Hopscotch would much rather be alone in his special NO BABYSITTERS ALLOWED fort . . . that is, until he hears Mrs. Honeybunch reading his books all wrong. But explaining the right way to tell the stories would mean leaving his fort, and Hopscotch isn't sure he's brave enough for that. This sweetly funny story about separation anxiety will provide ample reassurance to young children (and their worried parents) facing babysitter night. Reviews from Goodreads.com. FictionDB Reviews: ADD A REVIEW. Sign In to Review This Book. GENRE.